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10 NUDE BEACH MYTHS DEBUNKED!
JUSTIN WALTER

Let’s face it: Americans are not entirely comfortable with the idea of 
nude beaches. Unlike European culture where nudity at beaches is 
no biggie, Americans often believe that nude beaches are risqué, 
inappropriate and dirty. Nothing could be further from the truth. While 
it’s definitely not for everyone, we’d like to debunk some of the most 
common myths that discourage folks from becoming a beachgoer 
who bares all.

They’re full of creepy guys
The #1 myth about nude beaches is that they attract men looking to sneak a peek at 
some naked bods. Of course men go to nude beaches, but in most cases they aren’t 
creepy and—shocker—women go, too! Travel writer and LaLaScoop founder Melissa 
Curtin has been to nude beaches all over the world in Europe, the Caribbean and the 
United States. “I’ve never run into creepy men at nude beaches in all of my travels,” 
she says. “Beaches near Ibiza, for example, were populated with carefree men and 
women of all ages. No one was batting eyes at each other. I was shocked in St. Martin 
when it was actually mostly women at the nude beaches. When I lived in France, I 
realized most people are just going to feel good in their own skin, not to ogle over 
naked bodies.”
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It’s all old people
Coming in a close #2 is that everyone who goes is old. Generally speaking, the older we get the less 
body-conscious we become so it makes sense to assume old people care less about someone seeing 
them naked (i.e.: gym locker rooms…). The good news: Millennials are increasingly fearless and free-
spirited about nude beaches. For example, 24-year-old UCSB student Noah Juliano often frequents nude 
beaches in the U.S. along with his fellow millennials.  “A lot of people assume nude beaches are full of 
a bunch of creepy old men or sex-crazed voyeurs,” he says. “In all honesty, the majority of people I’ve 
seen are younger people just trying to avoid tan lines. I personally go to practice my hatha yoga and 
meditation, to surrender to the setting sun and to connect to Mother Earth through a very liberating and 
empowering medium.” Spoken like a true millennial!

Everyone will stare and judge me!
One of the biggest fears people have about going to a nude beach for the first time is that everyone 
will stare. We’re constantly being judged in today’s world of likes and comments, so it’s only natural to 
worry we’d be judged in our most natural state. No matter what you look like, it takes confidence and 
self-love to be naked in front of others. “My experience with nude beaches has been the exact opposite 
of everyone staring and judging me,” says Ryan Paul, a 38-year-old entertainment executive in Venice, 
California. “From what I’ve experienced, everyone is almost afraid to get caught staring, so no one looks 
at you and most people are looking down or off into the ocean. Instead of judgment, what I’ve felt has 
always been acceptance. It’s the exact opposite of what you think. Granted, it takes courage to go full 
monty, but it’s also half the fun.”

You HAVE to get naked
Most nude beaches have a combination of people that are clothed, semi-clothed or fully nude. As the 
former host of VH1’s Dating Naked, actress Amy Paffrath knows a lot about nude beach culture. “Unlike 
the contestants on Dating Naked, you don’t actually have to get naked at a nude beach,” says Paffrath. 
“You can, but you can also just take your top off while you tan. So no tan lines! What’s not to love? Then 
again, you could wear a onesie and no one would care. That’s the beauty, the freedom to do you, boo.”

They’re strictly a European thing
If you’ve been to a public beach in the US, odds are everyone probably was covering up their goods. But 
just because no one was topless or exposing their bum doesn’t mean nude beaches don’t exist right here 
in good ole ‘Merica! There are recognized nude beaches in California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, 
New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Florida, Texas and Hawaii—and many are insanely popular. This 
summer, pack your towel and sunscreen, but ditch the swimsuit and visit one of the best nude beaches 
in North America.

Scandalous acts happen everywhere
Since 1931, the American Association for Nude Recreation (AANR) has been on a mission to advocate 
nudity and nude recreation by educating society of their value. As a part of that initiative, the organization 
encourages proper nude beach etiquette that is centered around “respect for yourself, others and the 
environment.” This mantra of respect is vital and important among nudists and at nude beaches. “From my 
experience, nude beachgoers aren’t looking to hook up at a nude beach or get handsy,” says 27-year-
old Miami resident Alex Noel. “They’re going to enjoy feeling free in nature. Harassment is not tolerated 
and no always means no. If someone is looking for an experience with a little PDA, many clothing-optional 
resorts are considered sex-positive and have designated areas.”

Everyone’s way too sexually charged
Michelle Facey, Chief Pleasure Officer at Hedonism II, a clothing optional resort outside of Negril, Jamaica 
has seen it all. With a job title like that, Michelle frequently gets asked all kinds of questions from family, 
friends and guests including ones on the issue of arousal. “While it is possible, it’s unlikely,” she says. “The 
more time you spend around nudity, you’ll find that it’s natural and freeing and doesn’t have to be sexual 
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at all. If you do happen to get aroused, no need to be embarrassed.”

My family and friends will think I’m weird
As humans, it’s part of our psyche to want to be loved and respected by others, especially those closest 
to us. If doing something like going to a nude beach might cause others to think negatively of us, we 
may not risk it (or tell them). David Dwight, a 73-year-old from Washington, used to worry about reactions 
but now goes on to say, “The people we have told are curious about our lifestyle, but not judgmental. 
They are very positive about our decision. We often share our adventures with them and they ask lots of 
questions. Several of our good friends now enjoy it, as well.”

Only single people go to nude beaches
The idea that only singles go to nude beaches is just not true. Just ask Tiana and Shannon Harris, a traveling 
couple and founders of Power Couple Life. These world travelers go to nude beaches all the time. “There 
are more couples than you would think,” they say. “It’s a freeing and fun experience for couples to 
share.” Los Angeles resident Deborah Wagner loves going to nude beaches with her boyfriend. “As a 
couple, we love being naked and free with our bodies,” she says. “It’s an opportunity to avoid feeling 
any judgement because everyone is naked! It’s really a beautiful thing and I would tell other couples to 
give it a try. How many times are you able to walk around publicly naked in broad daylight and not care 
or worry you might get arrested?”

Nude beachgoers are exhibitionists
Not at all true. At the end of the 
day most people are going to 
nude beaches to enjoy being au 
naturaleoutdoors and simply to avoid 
tan lines. The AANR further claims 
nude recreation is fun, helps your 
body relax faster, brings you closer 
to nature, makes packing for travel 
easier and acts as an equalizer to 
erase material judgements. 41-year-
old Joshua Gerbaldawitz from Seal 
Beach, CA enjoys going to nude 
beaches because he says when 
people shed their clothes, they often 
let go of trying to impress others. “It’s 
cool talking with other naked people 
because you have no armor, walls or 
clothes to hide behind,” he says. “It’s 
actually liberating and you’re sharing 
a vulnerable moment. You just start 
at a deeper level and it cuts through 
all the BS had you been wearing 
clothes.”

Public nudity laws vary across state and county lines. Some nude beaches are completely legal while 
others are technically illegal, but not enforced. In some cases, you might be subject to a fine. Please 
check local city and county websites and visit aanr.com (the American Association for Nude Recreation) 
for further information. To read the full article, click here!
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(Reuters) - Thousands of Irish women shed their inhibitions and their clothes on a secluded beach fifty 
kilometers south of Dublin on Saturday for a world-record setting “skinny dip” to raise funds for a children’s 
cancer charity.

Lucia Sinigagliesi, the Guinness World 
Records official that adjudicated the 
naked swim, said that 2505 women 
spent at least five minutes in the sea to 
set a new world record.

The previous record was set in Western 
Australia in 2015 when 786 participants 
swam naked to promote a positive 
body image near the regional capital 
Perth, in waters that are usually around 
23 degrees centigrade at that time of 
year.

On Saturday, the sea temperature 
off Magheramore beach, where the 
Irish swim was held, was a bracing 12 
degrees, despite a recent spell of warm 
weather.

The swim has been an annual event since it was started by Dubliner Dee Featherstone in 2013, just weeks 
after her own mastectomy. The events have raised more than 153,000 euro, not including what will be 
raised this year.

“Oh my god it was amazing. I have never been naked in front of anybody before, except my husband, 
and it was brilliant and bracing. It was great craic,” Deirdre Betson from Dunboyne told a Reuters reporter 
after leaving the water.

“We are all different shapes and sizes and ages and it 
was just super.”

This year the money raised will go to Aoibheann’s Pink 
Tie, a charity set up in 2010 by Mick Rochford and Jimmy 
Norman, after Jimmy’s daughter Aoibheann died from 
cancer aged 8 years.
“Aoibheann went to school with my daughter. She 
would have been seventeen this year. We did it in her 
memory,” said Betson. To read the full article, click here!

IRISH WOMEN BARE ALL IN RECORD-BREAKING 
SKINNY-DIP
REUTERS STAFF

http://www.aanr.com
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NUDIST RESORTS: THE TOP 10 PLACES TO GET NAKED IN 
FRANCE THIS SUMMER
THE LOCAL

France attracts more naked holidaymakers than any other country and just in case you’re interested in 
a naturist holiday we’ve picked out some of the best places to hang out this summer.
France is the world’s leading nudist tourist destination with 3.5 million regular practitioners flocking to 
spots reserved for those willing to go au naturel every year, according to the French Naturist Federation.
 
And while 1.5 million of them are French, a whopping two million foreigners come to France each year 
to practice naturism. And there are an increasing number of British naturists heading to France for a 
naked holiday.
 
So if you’ve been flirting with the idea of baring all -- or perhaps you’re just looking to try something new 
-- now might be a good time to become one with nature. But where to start? Well, let’s just say we’ve 
got you covered (so to speak). 

Euronat

The Euronat naturist resort in France sits on the Atlantic coast, nestled in the middle of a 335 hectare 
pine forest, with direct access to the naturist beach. It’s situated in Grayan-et-l’Hôpital, in the Gironde 
department in the south west of France and the nudity doesn’t just stop at the beach. 
 
The resort itself is a like a little village where naturism is a way of life: from the accommodation to the 
swimming pools. Picture going on a bicycle ride down the forest trails, playing chess on a life size 
chessboard, or taking up painting, pottery, or archery, all while naked. 
 
The beach itself is a long stretch of 1.5 km of fine sand lined with dunes on the Atlantic coast. Euronat 
says its resort is the best place for first timers looking to take part in naturism, which can be a difficult step 
for some to take.

“Here, the space and nature will allow you to discover this way of living 
in complete security. The psychological and social barriers disappear, 
leaving room for well-being and simplicity,” says the site. 

CHM Monta
 
The CHM Monta naturist resort sits along the Atlantic Ocean, in 
Vendays-Montalivet, also in the Gironde department. It’s around 80 
kilometres from Bordeaux, and has a nudist beach two kilometres long.
 
At CHM, you don’t need to worry about interrupting your naturist 
holiday with trips into the outside world because it has a good selection 
of amenities on site, including restaurants, bakeries, supermarkets and 
even a hairdressers. 

Sports is also a big feature at the CHM. There are a number of football 
fields, tennis courts, basketball courts and handball court, as well as a 
huge space dedicated to petanque, which on some days has up to 
300 players.

http://www.aanr.com/
http://www.aanr.com/member-benefits/join-renew
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La Jenny
 
La Jenny naturist 
resort in France 
also sits on the 
Atlantic coast. 
It’s situated in Le 
Porge in the south-
west of France just 
north of the Bay of 
Arcachon.
 
To access the 
naturist beach, 
you cross a pine 
forest to reach 
a long stretch of 
127 hectares of 
unspoilt preserved 
coastline between 
the Médoc 
vineyards and the 

Arcachon basin. As for the resort, it features a naturist swimming area with four adjacent pools of varying 
sizes and depths and a naturist golf course. La Jenny also has an entertainment team which prepares 
shows and spectacles for kids and adults alike. 

Sérignan
 
Sérignan is a naturist campsite by the Mediterranean Sea, situated in the town of Sérignan, in the Hérault 
department of the south of France.
 
Apart from its beach, Sérignan has a pool reserved for adults where you can relax in a tranquil 
environment, without any hassle or splashing. This is coupled with hydro-massages to relax the neck, the 
back, the legs and the feet, all kinds of massages from all over the world ( Ayurveda, Thai, Shiatsu….), 
bubble baths, and musical pools even under water.
 
Cap d’Agde
 
The Cap d’Agde naturist resort is the most famous in France has two kilometres of sandy beaches along 
the Mediterranean Sea in the Hérault department in the south of France. According to Trip Savvy, Cap 
d’Agde has a more erotic atmosphere, making it more adult oriented. Also, everyone in the village 
leads a naked lifestyle including when they’re doing their shopping and going to the bank.
 
Cap Nat International offers apartments and villas for rent in the seven different residences of the naturist 
village. The prices change according to the season, so a studio can cost around 200 euros a night in 
May, but can go up to 600 euros a night in August, so timing is important.

Arnaoutchot
 
Arnaoutchot is a campsite-village which sits in Vielle-Saint-Girons in the heart of the Landes department 
in the far corner of south west France, nestled in a 45-hectare pine forest, where only the dunes separate 
holidaymakers from the naturist beaches of the Côte d’Argent. The Côte d’Argent makes up part of the

http://www.aanr.com
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Nouvelle-Aquitaine coastline in southwestern France. Facing the Atlantic Ocean, the powerful tides are 
great for any fans of surfing.
 
Conveniently, Arnaoutchot’s Arnasurf School offers qualified instructors for both surfing and paddle lessons 
for all levels, as well as equipment hire. What’s special about Arnaoutchot is that you can stay in a chalet, 
cottage, mobile home, lodge or even a canvas bungalow. 

Riva Bella
 
Riva Bella is a nudist campsite-village on the French island of Corsica on the Mediterranean Sea. It is 
situated on the eastern plain of Corsica, halfway between Porto-Vecchio and Bastia close to Aléria. The 
naturist beach borders the site and continues northwards.
 
The site offers everything from accommodation to spas, bars, restaurants, entertainment for the children 
and leisure activities for the grownups, as well as ecotourism. Riva Bella takes part in raising public awareness 
to the site’s biodiversity as well as dune rehabilitation and re-vegetation campaigns. Renowned for its wild 
nature and the beauty of its landscapes, Corsica on the whole is a top tourist destination and is easy to 
travel to. 

Plage de Grottes
 
The Grottes nudist beach is not part of a resort, but it’s situated in the Ile-de-Levant, which is located in 
the south of France between Toulon and Cannes. The Ile-de-Levant was, according to some sources, the 
site of Europe’s very first naturist village back in the 1930s. The Grottes beach is nestled in the hollow of a 
small cove, shaded by trees, and covered with Mediterranean plants. Also, on the Grottes beach, nudism 
is obligatory.

http://www.aanr.com/
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La Sablière
 
La Sablière is a nudist 
village situated 
on the Cèze 
river in the Gard 
department south 
east of France. The 
village is devoted 
exclusively to 
families, and gives 
access to private 
beaches on the 
edge of the Cèze 
river. Their weekly 
program also 
includes workshops 
for practicing 
crafts, sports and 
fitness sessions, 
as well as steam 
rooms, saunas and 

essential oils for body care.
 
La Sablière also promotes the region on a whole and invites families to discover the Cocalière cave, the 
Pont de Gard, one of France’s most famous bridges, as well as museums and other nearby cities and 
villages.

Tahiti beach
 
Tahiti Beach is a hotel on a “clothing optional” beach called Pampelonne, five kilometres south of St. 
Tropez on the Mediterranean coast. It became famous worldwide after the filming of Roger Vadim’s film 
“And God created woman”, featuring the then soon to become iconic French actress Brigitte Bardot.
 
In fact, the actress fell in love with the place in real life and bought a house not far from there, in the 
seaside resort of Saint-Tropez. The Tahiti Beach hotel is on the seafront 
and has restaurants serving local specialties along with private pools, 
a gym, and a tennis court. But a trip here doesn’t come cheaply, 
with a room with a view costing three to four hundred euros a night.
 
And finally. It’s not quite a nature resort but Paris has its own nudist 
sunbathing area in the Bois de Vincennes. So if you prefer to stay in 
the French capital and get naked then you do have an option. Just 
remember to get dressed again for when you take the Metro back 
home. To read the full article, click here!

http://www.aanr.com
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#SofaSlahlane: Would you ever strip down to visit a 
nude beach?
KYLE ZEEMAN

Twitter was turning all shades of awkward after a 
couple on hit reality show Sofa Slahlane said they 
enjoyed doing things in the nude.

While stripping off your kit to shower or change 
clothes is a normal part of many people’s 
routine, the streets would still get touched i f 
you dropped your kit and went to the mall.

It was the same when a couple appeared on 
Sofa Slahlane, hosted by investigative journalist 
Mzilikazi wa Afrika, to preach the gospel of nudity.

While explaining their love for walking around 
with everything on display (don’t worry, fam, it 
was censored with blurs mos), they pointed out 
that it was a lifestyle that some people are just not 
comfortable with. And judging by the reaction 
on the timelines, they were right! To read the full 
article, click here!

http://www.aanr.com
http://www.paradiselakesvacation.com/
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AANR AND AANR-REGIONAL 

CONVENTIONS, MEETINGS, AND EVENTS 
JULY 2018

July 19-22, 2018 

AANR-Northwest Convention 

Squaw Mountain Ranch

Estacada, OR

July 15-22, 2018 

AANR-Midwest Convention 

Fern Hills Club

Bloomington, IN

August 2-5, 2018

AANR-West Convention

DeAnza Springs Resort

Jacumba, CA

AUGUST 2018

http://www.aanr.com/
http://www.aanr-nw.org/
http://www.squawmt.com/nuke/index.php
http://www.aanr-nw.org/
http://www.fernhillsclub.com/
http://aanrwest.org/
http://www.deanzasprings.com/
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August 4-5, 2018

AANR-Western Canada Annual General Meeting 

Location TBD

August 6-11, 2018

AANR Convention

DeAnza Springs Resort

Jacumba, CA

OCTOBER 2018

October 5-7, 2018

AANR-West Fall Festival 

Shangri La Ranch

New River, AZ

NOVEMBER 2018

November 3, 2018

AANR-West Fall Board Meeting

Mira Vista Resort 

Tucson, AZ

http://www.aanr.com/
http://www.aanr-wc.com/
http://www.aanr.com/
http://www.deanzasprings.com/
http://aanrwest.org/
https://www.shangrilaranch.com/
http://aanrwest.org/
http://miravistaresort.com/
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